
Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission "Missions of Mercy - Part 4">>>>

CSO_Syrna says:
::stares at the large reptile:: *CO*: Tell the Doctor he needs to prepare for injuries to... a... large reptile...

CMO_Hunter says:
@::enters the bridge::

CEO_K`Vas says:
:: tries to clear his head ::

OPS_D`von says:
@::walks on to the bridge after his much need break and relives Lt. Henson and takes OPS::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CSO*: What are you talking about?  Is that the source of the collapse?

CSO_Syrna says:
::attempts to communicate with the beast telepathically:: Dragon: ~~~ We mean you no harm.~~~

CTO_Vendal says:
::Gets new readings on open area but readings are unclear:: *CSO/CEO* Rescue team what is happening

CMO_Hunter says:
@CO:: did I hear my name taken in vain?

TO_Re`Volos says:
#::sits in his room reading a book::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::shakes her head:: CMO: Something about a large reptile that's injured and they found the source of the collapse.

CMO_Hunter says:
@CO:: permission to beam down?

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CTO*: there is a large reptile in the mine with us it appears injured

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CSO/CEO* : Report.....what is going on down there?

CSO_Syrna says:
::is concentrating, does not respond to the CTO::

Host Verimiferax says:
~~~CSO: I know.  I ::Sharp pain impression:: can sense your peaceful intent.~~~

CTO_Vendal says:
*CEO* Have you ascertained the cause of the cave-in?

OPS_D`von says:
@::wonders what exactly is going on, but waits for the others to fill him in or at least start talking about it out loud:;

CEO_K`Vas says:
*CTO*: Not yet.  But it would appear this creature might have been the cause

Host Verimiferax says:
Info: Now, with more light and time to inspect, you can see the extent of the damage in the cave...and to the dragon.  A gaping hole two meters across is carved into the Dragon's body.  Blood and organs spill out onto the floor; the work of the miner's plasma drill.  The dragon's back seems to be crushed under a huge chunk of stone from the ceiling.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::grinds her teeth in frustration:: CMO: Yes doctor...get down there and tell what the hell is going on...seems they've all gone cryptic  and deaf down there.

CSO_Syrna says:
::hears the CO and heard the CTO:: *CO/CTO*: The source of the explosion is a severely injured reptile... he is in a great deal of pain... I believe it received the business end of a plasma drill...

CMO_Hunter says:
@CO:: yes ma'am.

CTO_Vendal says:
*CO* Ma'am, there is not much assistance I can be here at the command post, may I join the team as it seems we may have some answers soon

CMO_Hunter says:
@makes his way to the transporter room gathers up his kit again and waits for the transporter chief to beam him down

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::sits up when she hears the CSO:: *CSO*: How can a reptile have caused the explosion?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CTO*: Yes Lt...join them immediately.  The doctor is on his way down.

CTO_Vendal says:
*CO* I will await the Doctor and we will go together

CMO_Hunter says:
::arrives at the beam point in the mine::

OPS_D`von says:
@CO: Ma'am, I have a federation vessel coming in the USS Starling, they will arrive in about 10 mins and are bring us a new crew member

CSO_Syrna says:
::slowly approaches the Dragon::

CTO_Vendal says:
*CMO* I will join you at the beam down point and we will go together

CMO_Hunter says:
*CTO*:: Very good Lt... any idea what’s down there?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::looks at OPS puzzled and then remembers:: OPS: Ahhh...yes.  Cmdr Tarrez mentioned a bridge TO.  Have him report here as soon as he arrives.

CEO_K`Vas says:
CSO: I will go to the main shaft and see that the doctor makes it hear safely

CTO_Vendal says:
::Contacts the TR to do a site to site transport::

TO_Re`Volos says:
#::packs his book away, gathers his bag and heads to the transporter room::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Materializes at the beam down point::

CSO_Syrna says:
*CO*: I am uncertain exactly how... but it has been injured by the plasma drill ::nods to the CEO::

CTO_Vendal says:
CMO: Doctor it looks like we may need to be quick

OPS_D`von says:
@::nods at the CO and sends a message to the Starling acknowledging her approach::

CEO_K`Vas says:
::turns and goes in intercept the doctor and bring him without any injuries from the miners ::

CMO_Hunter says:
CTO:: after you

CTO_Vendal says:
:: Begins hustling down the shaft towards the new cave, tracking his progress on his PADD::

CSO_Syrna says:
::actually feels sorry for the beast:: Dragon: ~~~What can I do for you?~~~

CMO_Hunter says:
::Enters the cave area and stops mid stride, eyes widen::

CMO_Hunter says:
All:: That’s a.....a......::blinks a few times::

Host Verimiferax says:
~~~~CSO: Listen to me.  There is not much time.~~~~

CTO_Vendal says:
::As he enters the cave is taken aback as he was not expecting such a large creature::

CMO_Hunter says:
::regains his composure::

CSO_Syrna says:
::hears the Doctor and turns toward him then back to the dragon when she hears him:: Dragon: ~~~Yes. I am listening.~~~

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: It appears a Dragon has cause the collapse ma'am

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CMO*: A dragon?

CTO_Vendal says:
CMO: I will try and fill the CO in you will probably be busy

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: yes Ma'am...a dragon...

CMO_Hunter says:
::sees the gaping wound in the dragons side::

Host Verimiferax says:
Info: The dragon notes the arrival of the other crewmembers and begins to speak in Federation Standard.  It's voice is a deep rumble, punctuated by wheezing cough that spill black blood from it's mouth and nose.

CEO_K`Vas says:
::standing at the beam down site looking for the CMO, thinks to himself must have missed him in the confusion ::

CSO_Syrna says:
::actually looks at the Dragon sympathetically, which is unusual for her normal Vulcan stoicism::

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: a very big red dragon....

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CMO*: How badly wounded is it?

Host Verimiferax says:
All: Dragons populated many worlds, across many times...::wheeze:: We were old when the elves were young, and the Dwarves were but children...::Cough::  Then, technology began to overpower magic, and the time of the old races was over...

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: Severely....I need some more time to see if we can help it

CMO_Hunter says:
::opens his com for the CO to hear::

Host Verimiferax says:
All: Many of us were killed in the wars with the young races..:: Wheeze:: Some died on their own.  The rest, left the worlds they had adopted and returned to our homeworld...:: Cough:: That is where I was going.  I had hoped to...::cough:: 

CMO_Hunter says:
::in complete awe....all of his childhood dreams are suddenly a reality::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::hears the dragon through the CMO's open comm and listens to the rumbling voice::

Host Verimiferax says:
All:...to make it, but my brood time came.  I found an uninhabited world and created this cavern to await the birth of my young...::Wheeze:: But dragons are a long time being born, and progress has overtaken me.  ::Wheeze::  Now, all are gone but one.

OPS_D`von says:
@::listens to the open com and increases the volume and places it on the loud speakers so all can hear::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Sets up his tricorder to begin recording visual images of the situation for addition to logs, also sends this up to the Del for display on the viewscreen::

Host Verimiferax says:
Info: Nearby, the remnants of large eggs are smashed beneath a large stalagmite, shells and baby dragons mingled together in death.  The pile of riches under the beast is immense, enough to make a any Ferengi content to retire.

CMO_Hunter says:
::Listens in rapt attention...like a small child being told a fairy tale...a very real fairy tale:

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks concerned and looks around for the other egg... the one remaining::

Host Verimiferax says:
Action: A huge foot, with claws the size of Bat'leths, slowly uncurls from near the dragon's body, revealing a cream colored egg about 1.5 meters in diameter.

CEO_K`Vas says:
::hears the traffic on his com badge and runs back to wear his crewmates are::

OPS_D`von says:
@::places Vendal’s visual image on to the main view screen:: CO: Ma'am we have a visual of what is going on, it is very grainy but is better then nothing at all

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::quietly:: *CMO*: Find out where it's home world is. ::looks at the grainy picture and sees the dragon holding something out::

Host Verimiferax says:
All: My time grows short...::Wheeze::  Your ship bears the ancient name of dragonkind...I ask you to return my off-spring to...::A great wracking cough interrupts the dragon.::

CMO_Hunter says:
Dragon:: where is your homeworld?

Host Verimiferax says:
Action: The CSO suddenly goes rigid and her eyes grow wide.

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: Lt?

Host Verimiferax says:
Action: The dragon's head lolls to one side and it's breathing becomes erratic and irregular.

CSO_Syrna says:
::stands stiff, getting a myriad of images in a jumble.. recognizes this feeling.... as an almost version of a high-powered intense mind meld::

CMO_Hunter says:
::scans the dragon::

OPS_D`von says:
@CO: Ma'am what is going on

CMO_Hunter says:
::and the CSO::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Runs over to the CSO ready to catch her if she falls::

CSO_Syrna says:
::starts to stiffly fall backwards right into the CTO's arms::

CEO_K`Vas says:
:: enters the cave with the others ::

Host Verimiferax says:
Action: With a great rattling sigh, the dragon goes limp.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::stands up and walks up to the viewscreen trying to see what was happening.  Sees the dragon fall:: OPS: I think we just became foster parents. ::curses under her breath::

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: Ma'am... my tricorder readings are a bit confusing...but I’m afraid she has died

CMO_Hunter says:
::tear suddenly come unbidden to his eyes::

CEO_K`Vas says:
CMO: Doctor would you see to the CSO?

OPS_D`von says:
@::face goes pale:: CO: Who has died? ::looks to see if he can see Syrna as she was just asking weird::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Begins patting her face and hands trying to revive her::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CMO*: All right Doctor....get that egg and everyone up here as soon as possible.

CMO_Hunter says:
::scans the CSO::

Host Verimiferax says:
Action: There is a growing clamor from down the tunnel, the sound of an angry mob approaching.  They are about twenty meters away around a bend in the tunnel, beyond the drill remains.

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: Syrna....what just happened

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@OPS: The dragon.

CMO_Hunter says:
CEO: K’Vas get that Egg!

OPS_D`von says:
@::hears them talking to Syrna and knows she is okay, and realizes it was the dragon they were speaking of:

CSO_Syrna says:
::stares blankly at the ceiling::

CMO_Hunter says:
CEO:: and protect it like you honor depended on it!

CTO_Vendal says:
::Gently puts the CSO on the ground and takes up defensive position before the crew and egg::

CMO_Hunter says:
::shakes Syrna gently::

CEO_K`Vas says:
CMO: Aye sir :: takes the egg in his arms trying not to crush it::

CMO_Hunter says:
CTO We need to get her to sickbay

CSO_Syrna says:
::no response, eyes flutter a bit, like she is still processing information::


Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::hears the crowd through the open comm:: *CMO/CTO* : You had better get out now.

CMO_Hunter says:
CTO: help me with her!

CMO_Hunter says:
::picks up the CSO::

Host Verimiferax says:
Action: Suddenly, the cave begins to glow with a soft reddish light.  It is emanating from the dragon's body, the nest and the pile of treasure.

CTO_Vendal says:
CMO: I understand I will try and make a path

CMO_Hunter says:
CEO:: Go! get to the beam out point

CTO_Vendal says:
::Moves to the cave entrance and tries to talk down the miners::

CEO_K`Vas says:
CMO: Sir respectfully I cannot leave my shipmates

CTO_Vendal says:
Miners:: We have an injured crewmate we need to get to the beam out point make a hole

CMO_Hunter says:
CEO:: Dammit Ensign that’s an ORDER!

CEO_K`Vas says:
CMO: Aye sir.  :: takes the egg and heads for the beam out point taking long but careful strides::

CMO_Hunter says:
::Drags the CSO to the beam point:: CTO:: I could use a hand

TO_Re`Volos says:
#::receives a nod from the Starling Transporter Operator and is beamed over to the Delphyne::

Host Brett says:
Action: The dragon, it's nest and treasure slowly vanishes, until nothing remains to suggest it was ever there.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*Smith/Wesson*: Get your teams down into the mine and assist the away team.  They need to get to the beam out point immediately and there are miners blocking them.

CEO_K`Vas says:
:: stops when he sees the first of the miners :: CMO: We have a problem

CTO_Vendal says:
Miners: I realize you all are afraid and want some kind of retribution for the deaths of the other miners, but the creature has died of it's injuries so there is no one to get revenge on

OPS_D`von says:
@::receives word that the new TO just beamed on board, and sends a message to the chief to have her come to the bridge::

Host Brett says:
Action: The miners come into view, about thirty of them, all holding picks, axes, small plasma drills and lights.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: Ma'am I need to get Syrna to sickbay immediately

OPS_D`von says:
@<Chief> TO: Welcome aboard the Del, I will have someone take you stuff to your quarters the Captain wants you to report to the bridge at once

Host CO_K`Beth says:
<Smith> *CO*: Aye ma'am. ::nods to Wesson and starts towards the mine entrance gathering up the sec guys as they go::

TO_Re`Volos says:
@::receives word that he is wanted on the bridge, leaves his bags in the TR and heads out the door::

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: im afraid a mob of miners is between us and the transporter location

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CMO*: I have Smith and Wesson meeting you with a security force to assist you.


Host Brett says:
<John> CTO: What do you mean?

TO_Re`Volos says:
@::stops to get directions to the bridge from a passing crew member::

TO_Re`Volos says:
@::enters the bridge area::

CTO_Vendal says:
John: There was a creature here that was injured by the mining being done, it reacted by causing the cave-in, it is dead now and so there is no more to accomplish, however if you block our path you will contribute to the possibility of one of my crewmates deaths and if so you will be punished for that

CTO_Vendal says:
::Voice is firm and very serious::

TO_Re`Volos says:
@CO: Ensign Leiko Re'Volos reporting for duty ma'am.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
<Smith/Wesson> ::crowd into the elevator with the sec team and take it down.  Start towards the away team when they reach the bottom and the transporter site.::

Host Brett says:
<John> CTO:  ::Miners grumble and mumble, John turns and motions them to be quiet.::  I see.  Well, exactly what was it then?  Kirby said it was a dragon.  We'd like to see it.

CTO_Vendal says:
::Begins top move toward the crowd as if it will make room for the crew to pass::

Host Brett says:
<Miner> ::Don’t forget the gold John!  It's ours!  It's in our mine!

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners:: Lads, if you would let me through i have an injured officer here id like to take to my sickbay

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@::looks over at the young TO and thinks this is becoming a Klingon half-breed ship:: TO : Welcome aboard, Ensign.  I know that you just arrived, but please take your position at the tactical console and get familiar with it.

CTO_Vendal says:
John: I will be happy to discuss everything once the injured crew are taken care of, make room for us to pass, and when we are gone you can look at what is there to see

Host Brett says:
<John> Miners: Let him though!  He has an injured woman, make a hole!

TO_Re`Volos says:
@CO: Aye aye Ma'am.

CMO_Hunter says:
Miner/CEO:: Thank you, Ensign with me please....

Host Brett says:
Action: The mob parts at the large miner's words.

TO_Re`Volos says:
::moves to the tactical console::

Host Brett says:
<John> CTO: Alright.  ::Steps aside.::

CTO_Vendal says:
John: I have recorded everything that I have seen on this tricorder, if you wish to look at the recording I can set up the display at the command post to show you

CEO_K`Vas says:
::follows the CMO closely :: CMO: Aye sir.  ::remains weary of any possibility of an attack::

Host Brett says:
<Miners> ::Perk up immediately at the sight of the large egg.::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
<Smith/Wesson> ::arrive at the back of the crowd and see the CMO and CEO making their way through::

Host Brett says:
<Miners> (Loudly) Is that an egg? / A dragon egg! / How much is it worth? / Is it gonna hatch? / Hey, that belongs to us!

CTO_Vendal says:
John: Do you have any important questions for me now or do you want to wait until you see the recording

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners::: that egg has been bonded to this officer by that dragon

CMO_Hunter says:
Miners:: I suggest you let us through...

CTO_Vendal says:
John: Take control of your miners, that egg was charged into our care by the being that was here, the being was not your property and so it is not yours

CTO_Vendal says:
::Hand on his phaser::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
<Smith>::calls over the crowd:: CMO: Doctor...I have an urgent message for you.

CMO_Hunter says:
Smith:: What is it??

CEO_K`Vas says:
::feels his blood starting to boil::

Host Brett says:
<John> ::Looks warily at the crew, the egg and the miners then sighs::  Miners: Give 'em room I said!  The next man that gets in their way is gonna have a shuttle strut across his head!

CMO_Hunter says:
::begins to move to the transporter again::

Host Brett says:
Action: The way to the beam out point is clear.  As the away team moves past the miners, they begin a mass run toward the cave.  John stands and watches, expressionless.::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
<Smith> ::starts to plow through the miners towards the doctor and sees them part at the large miner's words:: CMO: That we need were to escort you back to the ship. ::nods in respect to the large miner John::

CTO_Vendal says:
*CO* I am wanting to stay behind and answer questions and try and resolve any issues here if that is ok Capt.

CMO_Hunter says:
Smith:: Ahh thank you, escort the CEO as well ::moves a bit more hurriedly to the Transport point::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@*CTO*: No Lt.  we can brief them later.  Return immediately.

CTO_Vendal says:
*CO* Aye ma'am

OPS_D`von says:
@::waits for who ever is beaming up to get into the beam out area::

CSO_Syrna says:
::begins to mumble in a strange language softly::

CEO_K`Vas says:
::continues walking to the transport point, egg still carefully held in his arms::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Moves with the crew to the beam out point, before beaming out transfers data recorded on tricorder to PADD and gives it to John::

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*::Beam us directly to sickbay please Lt

CTO_Vendal says:
John: Here is the recording I spoke about, once I have permission I will return and answer any other questions I can

OPS_D`von says:
@*CMO* I was wondering when you guys would make it to the beam out location, how many to beam up?

Host Brett says:
Action: The away team arrives at the beam-out point, there are a number of miners standing around, looking anxiously at the tunnel.  A few look aghast at the large egg.  Suddenly, the sound of anger echoes back from the tunnel.  The mob seems to be upset.

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS*:: all of us please!

CMO_Hunter says:
*OPS* Now!

OPS_D`von says:
@::hears the mob and begins the beam out::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
<Smithy/Wesson> ::looking over their shoulders hears the mob coming back and wait for transport::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
@OPS: How much longer until they are all back?

CTO_Vendal says:
::Gathers the sec team and everyone else from the ship and runs back to the beam out point::

Host Brett says:
Action: The away team begins the beam-up, the CMO and CSO in the first group.

OPS_D`von says:
@CO: The CMO and CSO are in sickbay now, getting the next group

OPS_D`von says:
@CTO: Who ever is next better get in the beam out point

Host Brett says:
Action: The CTO and the last group dematerialize just as the angry miners burst into the central shaft area.  They do not wave good-bye.

CSO_Syrna says:
::continues mumbling in the strange language::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: I'll be in sickbay...you have the bridge, Lt. ::hurries to the TL and jumps in::

CMO_Hunter says:
::Places the CSO on a Bio bed::

OPS_D`von says:
@CO: Understood, Ma'am ::moves around to the center seat::

CTO_Vendal says:
::after materializing leaves for the bridge to report to the CO::

CSO_Syrna says:
::sits up, looks at the CMO a bit wild eyed, rather disturbing for her:: CMO: The egg! The egg! Did we get the egg?

OPS_D`von says:
@::puts the com on the main viewer and stands::

Host Brett says:
Action: Almost immediately after the away team returns, The head Harelian Rolchek begins calling the ship, demanding to speak with the CO.

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: Yes its with the CEO...

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: Just relax ok...what happened?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::exits the TL and heads for sickbay.  Hears the CSO:: CMO: Doctor...how is she?

OPS_D`von says:
COM: Rolchek: Can I help you?

CMO_Hunter says:
CO: She just regained consciousness....give me a moment

Host Rolchek says:
COM: Del: OPS: Who are you?  I demand to speak to your Captain!

CSO_Syrna says:
::feels relieved:: CMO: Good. The Dragon... it... melded with my mind... ::starts to resume her Vulcan calm::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Arrives on the bridge:: OPS: Where is the CO I need to report about the situation in the mine

OPS_D`von says:
COM: Rolchek: I am Lt. D'von, Operations officer. I am sorry but our captain is very busy at the moment checking on our injured crewmember, what can I do for you

OPS_D`von says:
::turns to the CTO and puts his finger up saying just one sec::

CSO_Syrna says:
CMO: I have a jumble of images.... I think it was telling me where its home world was... I have images, directions, symbols... all in a strange language... I cannot piece it all together at this moment.

CEO_K`Vas says:
CO: I must speak with you

Host Rolchek says:
COMM: Del: OPS: Your crew has stolen something from my mine and I want it returned immediately!  Also, my men report that some creature is responsible for the deaths and now no trace of it exists!  I think this is a conspiracy and I won't stand for it!

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks  around and sees the CEO with the egg:: CEO: Yes ensign.  But first we need to get that egg somewhere warm if my memory is correct.

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: Can they be transferred?

OPS_D`von says:
COMM: Rolchek: Sir, as you can see I am just a low Lt. I have no answers for you, you will have to wait and speak with the CO later, she will call you don’t call us ::turns and hits the button to end the call::

OPS_D`von says:
CTO: she is on her way to sickbay

CTO_Vendal says:
OPS: I can handle this as the officer present

CSO_Syrna says:
CMO: Possibly through a regular mind meld. I remember all of it.... but it is a jumble at present.

CMO_Hunter says:
::scans the CSO::

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: Would you need to mind meld someone to sort it out?

OPS_D`von says:
CTO: Just go to sickbay, I promise you really don't want to speak to him.  Give the CO your report, she is a lot meaner then us and will handle Rolchek better.

CSO_Syrna says:
CMO: I may be able to meditate and sort the information out.

CTO_Vendal says:
OPS: Alright  ::Smiles to him as if to offer his support::

CEO_K`Vas says:
CMO: Would the holodeck be sufficient for the egg

CMO_Hunter says:
::scans the CSO::

CTO_Vendal says:
::Heads to the SB::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::is standing listening to the CMO and CSO:: CSO: What is the clearest thing that you see in your mind's eye?

CMO_Hunter says:
CEO:: Bring it here....we'll see what the dragons told her about keeping it warm

CEO_K`Vas says:
::brings the egg to the CMO:: CMO: Here sir

OPS_D`von says:
*CO* Ma'am, Mr. Rolchek called and wished to speak to you, unfortunately we lost contact but I told him you would call him later on

CMO_Hunter says:
CO/CSO::: well everything appears within normal limits physically...her levels are returning to normal::

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: The egg... and a green world, lush of foliage...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*OPS*::chuckles a bit:: Thank you, Lt.  If he calls again contact me and I'll deal with him.

CTO_Vendal says:
::Enters SB and approaches the CO::

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO:: did she say anything about keeping it warm?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Do have a general idea where this world is?

CTO_Vendal says:
CO: Ma'am I believe we may need to resolve the problem with the miners, I have an idea on a direction to take with the dispute if you have any need for suggestions.

OPS_D`von says:
::returns to the chair::  TO: Would you keep an eye on the sensors, don't want anything sneaking up on us while we are baby setting that egg

CSO_Syrna says:
::thinks about the egg:: CMO: Sssseqesss kennnach...

TO_Re`Volos says:
OPS: Aye Aye

CSO_Syrna says:
::thinks about the world:: CO: Breeeahck Gryynosssss.....

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::starts at what the CSO said and looks at her closely and then nods::

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO: what does that mean?

CSO_Syrna says:
CMO: I... it is hard to describe in... any other... ::raises an eyebrow:: language?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
All: It means Safety.....Home.

Host Brett says:
<<<<Pause Mission>>>>


